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10,000 Cyber Defenders

Today, NATO has 
three key roles to  
play in cyberspace.

To drive progress across the Alliance.

To act as a hub for information 
sharing, training and expertise.  

And to protect our networks.

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg  
at the Cyber Defence Pledge Conference in 2018



KEY EVENTS

• Joint Declaration in 2016  

(revised in 2018) 

NATO and the EU committed to deepening their 

cooperation in this key area, including in education, 

training and exercises. 

• June 2019 Progress Report on implementing  

the Cyber Defence Pledge  

Highlighted Allies’ challenges in this area, including 

in recruiting and retaining enough experts. In 

recognition of the importance of addressing the 

human dimension of cyber defence, Allies made 

cyber defence education and training a focus area. 

Cyber-attacks have the potential to undermine NATO’s mission, and hamper the Alliance’s 
ability to deliver collective defence. NATO cannot navigate the complexity of the digital age 
in isolation. Working with partners in the cyber domain, such as the European Union (EU), 
industry and academia, is critical to enhance NATO’s resilience and responsiveness.

To effectively defend the Alliance against ever-evolving cyber 
security threats, the NCI Academy aims to become the central hub 
for educating and training NATO’s cyber defenders. Through this 
new Academy, the NCI Agency aims to shape the future cyber 
capital of NATO Allies and Partners. 

Bringing together NATO, the Nations, the EU, academia and 
industry, the NATO Communications and Information (NCI) 
Academy will leverage innovation and state-of-the art technology 
to train 10,000 cyber defenders between 2020 and 2027.

Why 10,000? Gone are the days when only a handful of individuals 
in an organization needed to consider security. Everyone from 
political decision-makers to operators needs to have at least a 
cyber defence foundation to prepare them to handle situations 
that will inevitably occur. 

About the NCI Agency: “Leading Nato’s Digital 
Endeavour”

We have a 60+ year-legacy of delivering technology and key 
services for NATO. 

We acquire, deploy and defend communications systems 
for NATO’s political decision-makers and Commands. We are 
on the frontlines against cyber-attacks, working closely with 
governments and industry to prevent future debilitating attacks.

Through four campuses and more than 30 locations, we provide 
rapid and direct support to operations and exercises. We also 
deliver critical services, including in education and training. 



About the NCI Academy:  
“Smart Training For Smart Defence”

The NCI Academy, based in The Hague, Netherlands, and Mons, 
Belgium, with a flagship training facility in Oeiras, Portugal, will 
be the main high quality Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (C4ISR) 
and Cyber Education and Training provider for NATO (NATO 
Command Structure and NATO Force Structure) and Nations 
(Allies and Partner Nations). The Academy will be a training 
knowledge centre in these areas of expertise providing 
individual, team and collective training on site or online through 
a NATO Training Cloud.  

“Smart training” requires a new approach – an evolution from 
the static classroom to a more flexible, agile and adaptive 
way of training. The NCI Academy’s talented staff are at the 
centre of developing this new approach. They exploit the latest 
technologies, tools and techniques to deliver education and 
training wherever, and whenever required.

We have the trust and support of the Nations, and an outstanding 
mission to deliver technology that will amplify the world’s most 
successful political and military Alliance.  

Now, we want to use this new Academy to expand our cyber 
curriculum. We aim to provide 10,000 people with the training 
they need to become effective cyber defenders.

10,000 Defenders Model 

The 10,000 cyber defenders model is based on a unique 
curriculum of cyber courses that would be relevant to both 
NATO and the EU. The knowledge and skills that students acquire 
in these courses are identified as clear requirements in both 
organizations. The curriculum provides a foundation for cyber 
defenders in NATO and EU, as well as learning paths towards 
more specific expertise or towards decision-maker roles (see 
figure 1).

Ideally, a cyber defender who has taken a specific course in the 
NATO-EU curriculum, e.g. on social engineering, will be able 
to apply that new expertise in both organizations. The NCI 
Academy’s cyber curriculum will consist of a core of courses that 
lays a foundation in cyber, and will provide learning paths of 
multiple courses that support professional advancement in both 
organizations. 

The NCI Academy’s cyber curriculum embodies the synergy 
between NATO and the EU in the field of cyber education and 
training. By joining forces, NATO and the EU aim to train 10,000 
cyber defenders between 2020 and 2027. To accomplish this, we 
will adopt a networked delivery of courses. The Academy will 
play a pivotal role in developing the curriculum and delivering 
the trainings. In addition, we will work closely together with 
industry, academia and other education and training facilities to 
avoid duplication and make the delivery of training as efficient as 
possible.

10,000 Cyber Defenders

Proficiency levels
Basic Intermediate Advanced Expert

Training audiences 

ICT user (ICT) ICT1 ICT2 ICT3 ICT4

Leadership &  
Governance (LG)

ICT1 ICT2 LG2
LG3 LG4

LG1 SP1

C4 practitioner (C4)
ICT3 ICT4

C4-2 C4-3 C4-4
C4-1

Securely provision (SP)
ICT3 ICT4 SP2 SP3 SP4

SP1 CDS1 CDS2 CDS3

Cyber Defence  
Specialists (CDS)

ICT4
CDS2 CDS3 CDS4

CDS1

Figure 1: Example of learning paths to support EU-NATO career paths, based on the Multinational Cyber Defence Education and Training 
(MNCDE&T) proiect.

Example of learning paths to support EU-NATO career paths



NCI Academy Cyber curriculum

NCI Academy Cyber offering Delivery planning 

A0740 Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals Currently available 

A0741 Cyber Security Operations Currently available

A3025 Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) Certification Exam Preparation) Currently available

A3026 Digital Forensics Training: Tools and Techniques Currently available

A3027 Vulnerability Assessment Training: Protecting Your Organisation Currently available

A3098 Security Essentials Bootcamp Style Currently available 

A0280 NATO CIS Security Officer Available from 2020 Q2

A0753 Digital Forensics Available from 2020 Q2

A0758 Cyber-Intelligence and Situational Awareness Available from 2020 Q2

A0759 Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CCDCOE course) Available from 2020 Q2

A0765 Digital Leadership and Team Management Available from 2020 Q2

A0735 Cyber Defence Operations & Planning Available from 2020 Q4 (pending funding)

A0730 NATO Cyber Defence Advisor Available from 2020 Q4 (pending funding)

A0760 Cybersecurity and Cyber defense capability Development Available from 2020 Q4 (pending funding)

A0761 Cyberspace Crisis Management Exercises and Scenarios Development Available from 2020 Q4 (pending funding)

A0731 NATO COMPUSEC Level 1 Available from 2020 Q4 (pending funding)

A0732 NATO COMPUSEC Level 2 Available from 2021 Q1 (pending funding)

Table 1: Overview of courses in the NCI Academy cyber curriculum and their maturity state

What does it take to become a cyber defender? 
Detailed overview of courses

Origins of the NCI Academy cyber curriculum
For the last decades, the NCI Academy has collaborated closely 
with industry to deliver courses in the cyber domain. Focusing 
primarily on specific NATO audiences, the topics ranged from 
technical skills like Ethical Hacking or Digital Forensics, to more 
tactical courses that prepared officers in NATO for specific CIS and 
cyber security roles. 

Since 2017, the NCI Agency has aimed to increase its impact in 
the cyber domain by broadening the scope and volume of cyber 
courses on offer. That year, the NCI Agency was involved in the 
Multinational Cyber Defence Education and Training project 
(MNCDE&T), led by Portugal. From the start, it was clear that 
there were potential synergies between this project and the NCI 
Agency’s ambition to grow its cyber curriculum. 

The MNCDE&T project conducted a Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 
in 21 participating Nations to identify which competencies were 
lacking, in which specific national audiences. As an outcome 

of that analysis, the MNCDE&T project suggested developing 
courses - on various levels - on 16 topics to cover the full cyber 
defence and cyber security spectrum. These topics serve as the 
foundation of what the NCI Academy’s cyber curriculum for 
NATO and EU will look like. A number of the topics are already 
developed in to courses (see below). However, since cyber is 
a fast changing field, we will re-evaluate the topics every year, 
in close cooperation with experts across NATO and the EU. By 
keeping a close eye on emerging training requirements, the NCI 
Academy cyber curriculum offers specific course titles until 2020. 
Course titles from 2021 onwards will be defined later, based on 
recurring Training Needs Analysis. 

Course development
The NCI Academy Cyber courses that are currently available were 
initially developed for NATO audiences, with support from NATO 
Allied Command Transformation. However, they could potentially 
be relevant for EU audiences as well. Moreover, each of the new 
courses will have a direct link to requirements in EU Nations 
around cyber training. See table 1 below for an overview of the 
courses and their state of maturity:

10,000 Cyber Defenders



Why the Academy is the perfect foundation for 
developing NATO-EU’s Cyber Workforce

As reflected in the above overview, not all cyber modules are 
ready for delivery. Collaborating with industry and academia, the 
NCI Academy will develop new courses as required and deliver 
them to NATO-EU audiences between 2020 and 2027. 

In preparing the NCI Academy’s new cyber curriculum, we apply 
two rules:

• Leverage what is already there: Before creating a new course, 
we will always verify first if there is an existing offering in the 
Nations that could cover the specific training requirements of 
NATO and the EU. Adapting existing materials will always go 
before creating from scratch. The value of the NCI Academy’s 
cyber curriculum is not just in the quality of the individual 
courses, but the clear roadmap it provides to progress to higher 
levels of expertise in NATO and the EU.

 

• Iterative development: Technology changes fast, and the 
associated training requirements in NATO and the EU change 
with it. To offer courses that actually fulfil a current (or future) 
need, we will stay aligned with the latest training needs analysis, 
new insights and emerging trends. If needed, we will adapt 
planning and prioritizations to meet new requirements.

For more information:
NCI Academy Head of Learning Innovation & Development
Sebastiaan Tampinongkol
Sebastiaan.tampinongkol@ncia.nato.int

For questions about course scheduling:
NCI Academy Business Planning team
training@ncia.nato.int

NATO Communications and Information Agency
Agence OTAN d’information et de communication 

Headquarters
Boulevard Léopold III

1110 Brussels
Belgium 

www.ncia.nato.int


